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Abstract:

A series of diﬀerent performance metrics have been evaluated as QoS network indicators for
VANETs. From this evaluation, several metrics like: Network Throughput (NT), Number
of Drop Packets (NDP), and Normalized Routing Overload (NRO) have been considered,
together with the most commonly used in the state of the art [NBG06], consisting on: Packet
delivery ratio (PDR), Normalized routing load (NRL), and Average End-to-End delay of a
data packet (AEED). These last three metrics were selected to be implemented with software
scripts and adapted to Ns-2 network simulator. In concrete, they stand for the fraction of
the data packets originated by an application that a routing protocol delivers (PDR), the
ratio of administrative routing packet transmissions to data packets delivered (NRL), and
the average diﬀerence between the time the first data packet is originated by an application
and the time this packet is received at its destination (AEED).

Goals:
1. Selection of most relevant performance metrics for QoS measurement in VANETs
2. Generation of software scripts to implement QoS metrics
Conclusions:
1. PDR, NRL, and AEED are frequently used in the state of the art, as well as commonly
used in popular network simulators/applications.
2. The use of these metrics is also recommendable for comparing results with other techniques and research studies in the state of the art.
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